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involving the distant radiation ever. It “avoids” previous no-go results. 

• I will show that the infalling observer leaves non-trivial gravitational backreaction 
and disentangles the outgoing mode from the early radiation, no matter how she 
falls. 

(Each phrase will be defined more precisely later)

• I will argue that the infalling observer sees a smooth horizon. Her infalling 
experience cannot be influenced by any operation on the early radiation.
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Firewall puzzle(s), brief summary

From the outside (Bob)

(a) (b)

Figure 1: The notation used in the paper. Here U represents the unitary time-evolution of the black
hole. (a) The AMPS thought experiment. C : the remaining black hole. D : the confined radiation
mode. R : the escaping radiation mode. (b) The Hayden-Preskill thought experiment. A : the reference.
A the input quantum state. B : the initial black hole. R : the early radiation. C : the remaining black
hole. D : the outgoing mode.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: The Hilbert space structures. The dotted line represents r = 3GM and the double lines
represent r = 2GM ± ✏. Roughly, D corresponds to the zone. (a) The outside Hilbert space Houtside.
(b) The infalling Hilbert space Hinside.

For convenience, our notation is summarized in Fig. 1.

2.1 From the outside

We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from Bob, the outside observer.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary

operator. Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given

time. The Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))

Houtside = HC ⌦HD ⌦HR. (1)

Here HR are the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are the modes

confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . This region is often called the zone. It is common to restrict HD to

include modes with Schwartzshild energy less than the black hole temperature as higher energy modes

are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which can be interpreted as some

entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. These are hard to access from the outside.

It is common to restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space with which | i has non-trivial

involvement.

Following AMPS, consider the case of an old black hole which has already emitted more than half of

its initial entropy; |R| � |C||D|. Assuming that | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [36, 37],
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Figure 1: The notation used in the paper. Here U represents the unitary time-evolution of the black
hole. (a) The AMPS thought experiment. C : the remaining black hole. D : the confined radiation
mode. R : the escaping radiation mode. (b) The Hayden-Preskill thought experiment. A : the reference.
A: the input quantum state. B : the initial black hole. R : the early radiation. C : the remaining black
hole. D : the outgoing mode. Horizontal lines represent that two subsystems are in the EPR pairs:
1p
d

Pd
j=1

|ji ⌦ |ji.

AMPS, as well as to introduce some notation. We also summarize some of the proposed resolutions of

the puzzle, and potential di�culties and concerns that may arise from them. Our goal is to motivate

some of the desired properties in reconstructing the interior operators.

The notation in the present paper is slightly non-standard. For convenience, our notation is sum-

marized in Fig. 1.

2.1 From the outside

We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from the perspective of Bob, the outside

observer.

The AMPS thought experiment relies on the following assumption on the Hilbert space structure.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary operator.

Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given time. The

Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))

Houtside = HC ⌦HD ⌦HR. (1)

Here HR consists of the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are

the modes confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . Here r = 2GM + ✏ corresponds to the location of the

stretched horizon, and ✏ is of order the Planck length. This region is often called the zone. It is common

to restrict HD to include only modes with Schwarzschild energy less than the black hole temperature

since higher energy modes are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which

can be interpreted as some entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. It is common to

restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space for convenience of discussions.

Following AMPS, we consider an old black hole that has already emitted more than half of its initial

entropy: |R| � |C||D|. If | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [34, 35], the density operator

in CD is approximately proportional to the identity operator:

⇢CD ⇡
1

|C||D|
IC ⌦ ID. (2)
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the puzzle, and potential di�culties and concerns that may arise from them. Our goal is to motivate
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The notation in the present paper is slightly non-standard. For convenience, our notation is sum-

marized in Fig. 1.
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since higher energy modes are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which

can be interpreted as some entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. It is common to

restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space for convenience of discussions.
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2.1 From the outside

We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from Bob, the outside observer.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary

operator. Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given

time. The Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))

Houtside = HC ⌦HD ⌦HR. (1)

Here HR are the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are the modes

confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . This region is often called the zone. It is common to restrict HD to

include modes with Schwartzshild energy less than the black hole temperature as higher energy modes

are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which can be interpreted as some

entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. These are hard to access from the outside.

It is common to restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space with which | i has non-trivial

involvement.

Following AMPS, consider the case of an old black hole which has already emitted more than half of

its initial entropy; |R| � |C||D|. Assuming that | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [36, 37],
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AMPS, as well as to introduce some notation. We also summarize some of the proposed resolutions of

the puzzle, and potential di�culties and concerns that may arise from them. Our goal is to motivate

some of the desired properties in reconstructing the interior operators.

The notation in the present paper is slightly non-standard. For convenience, our notation is sum-

marized in Fig. 1.

2.1 From the outside

We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from the perspective of Bob, the outside

observer.

The AMPS thought experiment relies on the following assumption on the Hilbert space structure.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary operator.

Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given time. The

Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))

Houtside = HC ⌦HD ⌦HR. (1)

Here HR consists of the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are

the modes confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . Here r = 2GM + ✏ corresponds to the location of the

stretched horizon, and ✏ is of order the Planck length. This region is often called the zone. It is common

to restrict HD to include only modes with Schwarzschild energy less than the black hole temperature

since higher energy modes are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which

can be interpreted as some entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. It is common to

restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space for convenience of discussions.

Following AMPS, we consider an old black hole that has already emitted more than half of its initial

entropy: |R| � |C||D|. If | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [34, 35], the density operator

in CD is approximately proportional to the identity operator:

⇢CD ⇡
1

|C||D|
IC ⌦ ID. (2)
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We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from Bob, the outside observer.
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Here HR are the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are the modes

confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . This region is often called the zone. It is common to restrict HD to

include modes with Schwartzshild energy less than the black hole temperature as higher energy modes

are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which can be interpreted as some

entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. These are hard to access from the outside.

It is common to restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space with which | i has non-trivial

involvement.

Following AMPS, consider the case of an old black hole which has already emitted more than half of

its initial entropy; |R| � |C||D|. Assuming that | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [36, 37],
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In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary

operator. Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given

time. The Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))
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Here HR are the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are the modes

confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . This region is often called the zone. It is common to restrict HD to

include modes with Schwartzshild energy less than the black hole temperature as higher energy modes

are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which can be interpreted as some

entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. These are hard to access from the outside.

It is common to restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space with which | i has non-trivial

involvement.

Following AMPS, consider the case of an old black hole which has already emitted more than half of

its initial entropy; |R| � |C||D|. Assuming that | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [36, 37],
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AMPS, as well as to introduce some notation. We also summarize some of the proposed resolutions of

the puzzle, and potential di�culties and concerns that may arise from them. Our goal is to motivate

some of the desired properties in reconstructing the interior operators.

The notation in the present paper is slightly non-standard. For convenience, our notation is sum-

marized in Fig. 1.

2.1 From the outside

We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from the perspective of Bob, the outside

observer.

The AMPS thought experiment relies on the following assumption on the Hilbert space structure.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary operator.

Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given time. The

Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))

Houtside = HC ⌦HD ⌦HR. (1)

Here HR consists of the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are

the modes confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . Here r = 2GM + ✏ corresponds to the location of the

stretched horizon, and ✏ is of order the Planck length. This region is often called the zone. It is common

to restrict HD to include only modes with Schwarzschild energy less than the black hole temperature

since higher energy modes are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which

can be interpreted as some entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. It is common to

restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space for convenience of discussions.

Following AMPS, we consider an old black hole that has already emitted more than half of its initial

entropy: |R| � |C||D|. If | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [34, 35], the density operator

in CD is approximately proportional to the identity operator:

⇢CD ⇡
1

|C||D|
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The AMPS thought experiment relies on the following assumption on the Hilbert space structure.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary operator.

Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given time. The
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to restrict HD to include only modes with Schwarzschild energy less than the black hole temperature

since higher energy modes are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which

can be interpreted as some entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. It is common to
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2.1 From the outside

We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from Bob, the outside observer.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary

operator. Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given

time. The Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))

Houtside = HC ⌦HD ⌦HR. (1)

Here HR are the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are the modes

confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . This region is often called the zone. It is common to restrict HD to

include modes with Schwartzshild energy less than the black hole temperature as higher energy modes

are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which can be interpreted as some

entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. These are hard to access from the outside.

It is common to restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space with which | i has non-trivial

involvement.

Following AMPS, consider the case of an old black hole which has already emitted more than half of

its initial entropy; |R| � |C||D|. Assuming that | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [36, 37],
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We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from Bob, the outside observer.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary

operator. Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given

time. The Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))

Houtside = HC ⌦HD ⌦HR. (1)

Here HR are the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are the modes

confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . This region is often called the zone. It is common to restrict HD to

include modes with Schwartzshild energy less than the black hole temperature as higher energy modes

are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which can be interpreted as some

entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. These are hard to access from the outside.

It is common to restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space with which | i has non-trivial

involvement.

Following AMPS, consider the case of an old black hole which has already emitted more than half of

its initial entropy; |R| � |C||D|. Assuming that | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [36, 37],
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AMPS, as well as to introduce some notation. We also summarize some of the proposed resolutions of

the puzzle, and potential di�culties and concerns that may arise from them. Our goal is to motivate

some of the desired properties in reconstructing the interior operators.

The notation in the present paper is slightly non-standard. For convenience, our notation is sum-

marized in Fig. 1.

2.1 From the outside

We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from the perspective of Bob, the outside

observer.

The AMPS thought experiment relies on the following assumption on the Hilbert space structure.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary operator.

Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given time. The

Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))

Houtside = HC ⌦HD ⌦HR. (1)

Here HR consists of the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are

the modes confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . Here r = 2GM + ✏ corresponds to the location of the

stretched horizon, and ✏ is of order the Planck length. This region is often called the zone. It is common

to restrict HD to include only modes with Schwarzschild energy less than the black hole temperature

since higher energy modes are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which

can be interpreted as some entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. It is common to

restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space for convenience of discussions.

Following AMPS, we consider an old black hole that has already emitted more than half of its initial

entropy: |R| � |C||D|. If | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [34, 35], the density operator

in CD is approximately proportional to the identity operator:
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1
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in CD is approximately proportional to the identity operator:

⇢CD ⇡
1

|C||D|
IC ⌦ ID. (2)
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Figure 1: The notation used in the paper. Here U represents the unitary time-evolution of the black
hole. (a) The AMPS thought experiment. C : the remaining black hole. D : the confined radiation
mode. R : the escaping radiation mode. (b) The Hayden-Preskill thought experiment. A : the reference.
A the input quantum state. B : the initial black hole. R : the early radiation. C : the remaining black
hole. D : the outgoing mode.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: The Hilbert space structures. The dotted line represents r = 3GM and the double lines
represent r = 2GM ± ✏. Roughly, D corresponds to the zone. (a) The outside Hilbert space Houtside.
(b) The infalling Hilbert space Hinside.

For convenience, our notation is summarized in Fig. 1.

2.1 From the outside

We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from Bob, the outside observer.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary

operator. Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given

time. The Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))

Houtside = HC ⌦HD ⌦HR. (1)

Here HR are the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are the modes

confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . This region is often called the zone. It is common to restrict HD to

include modes with Schwartzshild energy less than the black hole temperature as higher energy modes

are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which can be interpreted as some

entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. These are hard to access from the outside.

It is common to restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space with which | i has non-trivial

involvement.

Following AMPS, consider the case of an old black hole which has already emitted more than half of

its initial entropy; |R| � |C||D|. Assuming that | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [36, 37],

5
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Figure 1: The notation used in the paper. Here U represents the unitary time-evolution of the black
hole. (a) The AMPS thought experiment. C : the remaining black hole. D : the confined radiation
mode. R : the escaping radiation mode. (b) The Hayden-Preskill thought experiment. A : the reference.
A the input quantum state. B : the initial black hole. R : the early radiation. C : the remaining black
hole. D : the outgoing mode.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: The Hilbert space structures. The dotted line represents r = 3GM and the double lines
represent r = 2GM ± ✏. Roughly, D corresponds to the zone. (a) The outside Hilbert space Houtside.
(b) The infalling Hilbert space Hinside.

For convenience, our notation is summarized in Fig. 1.

2.1 From the outside

We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from Bob, the outside observer.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary

operator. Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given

time. The Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))

Houtside = HC ⌦HD ⌦HR. (1)

Here HR are the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are the modes

confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . This region is often called the zone. It is common to restrict HD to

include modes with Schwartzshild energy less than the black hole temperature as higher energy modes

are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which can be interpreted as some

entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. These are hard to access from the outside.

It is common to restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space with which | i has non-trivial

involvement.

Following AMPS, consider the case of an old black hole which has already emitted more than half of

its initial entropy; |R| � |C||D|. Assuming that | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [36, 37],
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Figure 1: The notation used in the paper. Here U represents the unitary time-evolution of the black
hole. (a) The AMPS thought experiment. C : the remaining black hole. D : the confined radiation
mode. R : the escaping radiation mode. (b) The Hayden-Preskill thought experiment. A : the reference.
A: the input quantum state. B : the initial black hole. R : the early radiation. C : the remaining black
hole. D : the outgoing mode. Horizontal lines represent that two subsystems are in the EPR pairs:
1p
d

Pd
j=1

|ji ⌦ |ji.

AMPS, as well as to introduce some notation. We also summarize some of the proposed resolutions of

the puzzle, and potential di�culties and concerns that may arise from them. Our goal is to motivate

some of the desired properties in reconstructing the interior operators.

The notation in the present paper is slightly non-standard. For convenience, our notation is sum-

marized in Fig. 1.

2.1 From the outside

We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from the perspective of Bob, the outside

observer.

The AMPS thought experiment relies on the following assumption on the Hilbert space structure.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary operator.

Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given time. The

Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))

Houtside = HC ⌦HD ⌦HR. (1)

Here HR consists of the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are

the modes confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . Here r = 2GM + ✏ corresponds to the location of the

stretched horizon, and ✏ is of order the Planck length. This region is often called the zone. It is common

to restrict HD to include only modes with Schwarzschild energy less than the black hole temperature

since higher energy modes are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which

can be interpreted as some entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. It is common to

restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space for convenience of discussions.

Following AMPS, we consider an old black hole that has already emitted more than half of its initial

entropy: |R| � |C||D|. If | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [34, 35], the density operator

in CD is approximately proportional to the identity operator:

⇢CD ⇡
1

|C||D|
IC ⌦ ID. (2)
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Figure 1: The notation used in the paper. Here U represents the unitary time-evolution of the black
hole. (a) The AMPS thought experiment. C : the remaining black hole. D : the confined radiation
mode. R : the escaping radiation mode. (b) The Hayden-Preskill thought experiment. A : the reference.
A: the input quantum state. B : the initial black hole. R : the early radiation. C : the remaining black
hole. D : the outgoing mode. Horizontal lines represent that two subsystems are in the EPR pairs:
1p
d

Pd
j=1

|ji ⌦ |ji.

AMPS, as well as to introduce some notation. We also summarize some of the proposed resolutions of

the puzzle, and potential di�culties and concerns that may arise from them. Our goal is to motivate

some of the desired properties in reconstructing the interior operators.

The notation in the present paper is slightly non-standard. For convenience, our notation is sum-

marized in Fig. 1.

2.1 From the outside

We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from the perspective of Bob, the outside

observer.

The AMPS thought experiment relies on the following assumption on the Hilbert space structure.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary operator.

Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given time. The

Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))

Houtside = HC ⌦HD ⌦HR. (1)

Here HR consists of the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are

the modes confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . Here r = 2GM + ✏ corresponds to the location of the

stretched horizon, and ✏ is of order the Planck length. This region is often called the zone. It is common

to restrict HD to include only modes with Schwarzschild energy less than the black hole temperature

since higher energy modes are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which

can be interpreted as some entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. It is common to

restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space for convenience of discussions.

Following AMPS, we consider an old black hole that has already emitted more than half of its initial

entropy: |R| � |C||D|. If | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [34, 35], the density operator

in CD is approximately proportional to the identity operator:

⇢CD ⇡
1

|C||D|
IC ⌦ ID. (2)
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Figure 1: The notation used in the paper. Here U represents the unitary time-evolution of the black
hole. (a) The AMPS thought experiment. C : the remaining black hole. D : the confined radiation
mode. R : the escaping radiation mode. (b) The Hayden-Preskill thought experiment. A : the reference.
A the input quantum state. B : the initial black hole. R : the early radiation. C : the remaining black
hole. D : the outgoing mode.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: The Hilbert space structures. The dotted line represents r = 3GM and the double lines
represent r = 2GM ± ✏. Roughly, D corresponds to the zone. (a) The outside Hilbert space Houtside.
(b) The infalling Hilbert space Hinside.

For convenience, our notation is summarized in Fig. 1.

2.1 From the outside

We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from Bob, the outside observer.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary

operator. Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given

time. The Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))

Houtside = HC ⌦HD ⌦HR. (1)

Here HR are the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are the modes

confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . This region is often called the zone. It is common to restrict HD to

include modes with Schwartzshild energy less than the black hole temperature as higher energy modes

are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which can be interpreted as some

entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. These are hard to access from the outside.

It is common to restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space with which | i has non-trivial

involvement.

Following AMPS, consider the case of an old black hole which has already emitted more than half of

its initial entropy; |R| � |C||D|. Assuming that | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [36, 37],
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Figure 1: The notation used in the paper. Here U represents the unitary time-evolution of the black
hole. (a) The AMPS thought experiment. C : the remaining black hole. D : the confined radiation
mode. R : the escaping radiation mode. (b) The Hayden-Preskill thought experiment. A : the reference.
A the input quantum state. B : the initial black hole. R : the early radiation. C : the remaining black
hole. D : the outgoing mode.
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Figure 2: The Hilbert space structures. The dotted line represents r = 3GM and the double lines
represent r = 2GM ± ✏. Roughly, D corresponds to the zone. (a) The outside Hilbert space Houtside.
(b) The infalling Hilbert space Hinside.

For convenience, our notation is summarized in Fig. 1.

2.1 From the outside

We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from Bob, the outside observer.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary

operator. Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given

time. The Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))

Houtside = HC ⌦HD ⌦HR. (1)

Here HR are the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are the modes

confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . This region is often called the zone. It is common to restrict HD to

include modes with Schwartzshild energy less than the black hole temperature as higher energy modes

are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which can be interpreted as some

entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. These are hard to access from the outside.

It is common to restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space with which | i has non-trivial

involvement.

Following AMPS, consider the case of an old black hole which has already emitted more than half of

its initial entropy; |R| � |C||D|. Assuming that | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [36, 37],
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Figure 1: The notation used in the paper. Here U represents the unitary time-evolution of the black
hole. (a) The AMPS thought experiment. C : the remaining black hole. D : the confined radiation
mode. R : the escaping radiation mode. (b) The Hayden-Preskill thought experiment. A : the reference.
A the input quantum state. B : the initial black hole. R : the early radiation. C : the remaining black
hole. D : the outgoing mode.
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Figure 2: The Hilbert space structures. The dotted line represents r = 3GM and the double lines
represent r = 2GM ± ✏. Roughly, D corresponds to the zone. (a) The outside Hilbert space Houtside.
(b) The infalling Hilbert space Hinside.

For convenience, our notation is summarized in Fig. 1.

2.1 From the outside

We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from Bob, the outside observer.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary

operator. Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given

time. The Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))

Houtside = HC ⌦HD ⌦HR. (1)

Here HR are the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are the modes

confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . This region is often called the zone. It is common to restrict HD to

include modes with Schwartzshild energy less than the black hole temperature as higher energy modes

are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which can be interpreted as some

entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. These are hard to access from the outside.

It is common to restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space with which | i has non-trivial

involvement.

Following AMPS, consider the case of an old black hole which has already emitted more than half of

its initial entropy; |R| � |C||D|. Assuming that | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [36, 37],
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• Non-locality problem 

Place R at a far distant universe.

“A = RB” approach, “ER = EPR” approach (This is how quantum gravity works?)
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Figure 1: The notation used in the paper. Here U represents the unitary time-evolution of the black
hole. (a) The AMPS thought experiment. C : the remaining black hole. D : the confined radiation
mode. R : the escaping radiation mode. (b) The Hayden-Preskill thought experiment. A : the reference.
A the input quantum state. B : the initial black hole. R : the early radiation. C : the remaining black
hole. D : the outgoing mode.
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Figure 2: The Hilbert space structures. The dotted line represents r = 3GM and the double lines
represent r = 2GM ± ✏. Roughly, D corresponds to the zone. (a) The outside Hilbert space Houtside.
(b) The infalling Hilbert space Hinside.

For convenience, our notation is summarized in Fig. 1.

2.1 From the outside

We first discuss the description of a quantum black hole from Bob, the outside observer.

In Bob’s description, the formation and evaporation of the black hole is described by a unitary

operator. Namely, there is a pure quantum state | i in the outside Hilbert space Houtside at any given

time. The Hilbert space Houtside can be factorized into (Fig. 2(a))

Houtside = HC ⌦HD ⌦HR. (1)

Here HR are the radiation field outside of the black hole with roughly r > 3GM while HD are the modes

confined in 2GM + ✏ < r < 3GM . This region is often called the zone. It is common to restrict HD to

include modes with Schwartzshild energy less than the black hole temperature as higher energy modes

are not confined. Finally, HC are the remaining degrees of freedom which can be interpreted as some

entities sitting at the stretched horizon at r = 2GM + ✏. These are hard to access from the outside.

It is common to restrict HR to be a finite dimensional Hilbert space with which | i has non-trivial

involvement.

Following AMPS, consider the case of an old black hole which has already emitted more than half of

its initial entropy; |R| � |C||D|. Assuming that | i is a Haar random quantum state in Houtside [36, 37],
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Figure 3: The Hayden-Preskill thought experiment. U represents the time-evolution of the black hole
and V represents a recovery unitary.

3 Review of Hayden-Preskill recovery

In this section, we provide a brief review of the Hayden-Preskill thought experiment [28]. We try to be

clear about what the recoverability of quantum states means in information-theoretic terms. We will

mostly focus on a situation which mimics the AdS eternal black hole while the scope of the original

argument by Hayden and Preskill is broader. Part of our goal is to remind readers of how the quantum

cloning puzzle can be resolved by using the idea of backreaction within the context of the AdS/CFT

correspondence.

3.1 Setup

As in the firewall argument, Hayden and Preskill considered an old black hole which has emitted more

than half of its initial entropy. In the Hayden-Preskill thought experiment, Alice throws a quantum

state | i into a black hole and Bob, the outside observer, attempts to reconstruct it by collecting the

Hawking radiation. To simplify the argument further, we treat the initial state as nB = log |B| copies

of EPR pairs between the black hole B and the radiation R :

|�EPR
iBR =

1p
|B|

X

j

|jiB ⌦ |jiR. (6)

Let us append a subsystem A to the black hole to account for the Hilbert space of the infalling

quantum state | i. Following Hayden and Preskill, let us assume that the black hole evolves by a Haar

random unitary U that acts on AB. Let C and D be the remaining black hole and the outgoing mode

respectively (Fig. 3). Bob’s goal is to reconstruct | i by catching D and having access to the early

radiation R. The surprising result is that |D| ' |A| is su�cient to achieve this goal. Namely, if | i is an

nA-qubit quantum state, catching nD = nA + ✏ qubits of the outgoing mode with ✏ = O(1) su�ces. By

“reconstruction”, we mean the existence of some recovery unitary VDR that, for any given input state

| i, reconstructs the original state | i (Fig. 3):

(IC ⌦ VDR)(UAB ⌦ IR)
�
| iA ⌦ |�EPR

iBR
�
⇡ | iAout

⌦ |somethingi for all | i 2 HA. (7)

Here Aout is some subsystem in DR with |Aout| = |A|, and “⇡” is measured in terms of the fidelity of
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Figure 3: The Hayden-Preskill thought experiment. U represents the time-evolution of the black hole
and V represents a recovery unitary.

3 Review of Hayden-Preskill recovery

In this section, we provide a brief review of the Hayden-Preskill thought experiment [28]. We try to be

clear about what the recoverability of quantum states means in information-theoretic terms. We will

mostly focus on a situation which mimics the AdS eternal black hole while the scope of the original

argument by Hayden and Preskill is broader. Part of our goal is to remind readers of how the quantum

cloning puzzle can be resolved by using the idea of backreaction within the context of the AdS/CFT

correspondence.
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Out-of-time order correlation

• Hayden-Preskill : Haar random U. Existence proof of decoder V.

• Hosur-Qi-Roberts-BY : decay of out-of-time order correlator (OTOC) implies 
existence of V. (2015)

While the above viewpoint provides a tentative resolution of the quantum cloning puzzle, a refined

resolution has been recently proposed within the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence. The original

argument via complementarity assumes that the black hole horizon is an absolute entity and its location

never moves regardless of quantum operations applied from the outside. A modern viewpoint on this

puzzle is to postulate that Bob’s recovery operation may have a non-trivial backreaction to the black hole

geometry. This viewpoint is largely motivated from recent developments in studies of backreactions in

the AdS/CFT correspondence and related toy models such as the SYK model [48–52]. The key insight is

that Bob’s operation from the outside may shift the location of the event horizon and pull the quantum

state | i from the interior to the exterior. A concrete physical realization of this scenario is the so-

called traversable wormhole phenomena discovered by Gao, Ja↵eris and Wall [31]. In particular, for

the eternal AdS black hole, they identified certain forms of interactions between CFTs on opposite

boundaries which send negative energy to the bulk and shift the event horizon so that signals can

traverse the wormhole 10. The relation between traversable wormholes and the Hayden-Preskill thought

experiment has been discussed in detail by Maldacena, Stanford, and Yang [32].

4 Scrambling and recovery

We have reviewed the Hayden-Preskill thought experiment and the quantum cloning puzzle from the

perspective of backreaction within the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence, namely for the eternal

AdS black hole. In this section, we extend the argument to more generic quantum systems by reviewing

the relation between the Hayden-Preskill recovery and quantum information scrambling as diagnosed

by out-of-time ordered correlation (OTOC) functions. We also discuss concrete recovery protocols for

the Hayden-Preskill thought experiment.

4.1 Scrambling

Let us continue our discussion on the Hayden-Preskill recovery. Again, we will focus on a quantum

black hole whose initial state is represented by |�EPR
iBR = 1p

|B|

P
j |jiB ⌦ |jiR. We are primarily

interested in the correlation between A0 (the reference system) and DR (the late radiation and the early

radiation) in the state representation of U as defined in Eq. (8).

While Hayden and Preskill considered Haar random unitary U , a recovery operation can be per-

formed in strongly-interacting quantum systems which delocalize quantum information over the whole

system. This phenomena, often called quantum information scrambling, can be probed by the out-of-

time ordered correlation (OTOC) function [53, 48, 54, 55]:

hOA(0)OD(t)O
†
A(0)O

†
D(t)i ⌘

1

d
Tr

�
OAU

†ODUO†
AU

†O†
DU

�
(16)

where d = |A||B| = |C||D| denotes the total Hilbert space dimension. Two di↵erent bipartitions of the

total Hilbert space H, into HA ⌦ HB and HC ⌦ HD, are considered. Here U is an arbitrary unitary

operator that accounts the time-evolution of the system. Note that OA and OD are operators that act

on subsystems A and D respectively. For concreteness, we take OA, OD to be basis operators (such as

Pauli operators) supported on A,D. For A,D with no overlap, the OTOC starts at 1 and then decays

10Since their interaction couples two boundaries, null geodesics through the wormhole is no longer achronal. Hence the
average null energy condition (ANEC) is obeyed for achronal geodesics.
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under chaotic time-evolution.

The decay of OTOCs implies that the Hayden-Preskill recovery can be performed [29, 56]. Specifi-

cally, the following equality was proven:

2�I(2)(A0,RD) =

Z
dOAdOD hOA(0)OD(t)O

†
A(0)O

†
D(t)i (17)

where integrals with dOA, dOD take averages over all the basis operators supported on A,D respectively.

Here I(2)(A0, RD) ⌘ S(2)

A0 + S(2)

RD � S(2)

A0RD represents the Rényi-2 mutual information 11. It is worth

reminding that the left hand side of Eq. (17) is defined for the state representation of U (Eq. (8))

which is supported on HA0 ⌦HC ⌦HD ⌦HR whereas OTOCs on the right hand side are calculated on

H = HA ⌦HB = HC ⌦HD. See Fig. 4 for graphical representation of OTOCs. We emphasize that the

aforementioned relation holds for any unitary operator U .

The Hayden-Preskill recovery and quantum information scrambling can be explicitly related by the

above formula in Eq. (17) 12 . Namely, smallness of OTOCs implies large I(2)(A0, RD) which implies

the existence of reconstruction procedures 13.

11Whilt we have I(A0, RD) � I(2)(A0, RD) in the above setting, the Rényi-2 mutual information does not lower bound
the ordinary mutual information in general. In fact, from the perspective of quantum information theory, the Rényi-2
mutual information is not a proper entanglement monotone. Instead one must use the Sandwiched Rényi-↵ divergence.
A similar duality relation is known for two of them with ↵ and � satisfying 1

↵ + 1

� = 2 [57]. In [58], a certain average
of OTOCs is expressed as the ↵ = 2 Sandwiched Rényi divergence and is proven to lower bound the mutual information
I(A0, RD).

12An alternative definition of quantum information scrambling was previously considered [59, 47]. This definition con-
siders initial quantum states with low entanglement (e.g., product states) and asks if the states become thermalized. We
think that the definition based on OTOCs is a more appropriate characterization of quantum information scrambling as
its relation to black hole physics and Hayden-Preskill thought experiment is clear. For interested readers, a definition of
scrambling at finite temperature was proposed in [33] by using OTOCs. Recently Shor presented an argument showing
that scrambling in the alternative definition cannot be achieved within the scrambling time ⇡ rs log rs [60].

13Note that the above formula is restricted to quantum systems at infinite temperature (i.e., the system is finite-
dimensional and the quantum state in OTOCs is given by the maximally mixed state ⇢ = 1

dI). As such, the conclusion on
the recoverability is applicable only to quantum black holes whose initial states are approximated by maximally entangled

12

“state representation” of U

the output state on Aout with | i (i.e., the expectation value of the output state with respect to the

projector | ih |Aout
).

3.2 State representation of U

Instead of throwing an unknown quantum state | i into a black hole, it is more convenient to introduce

an ancillary subsystem A0 which has the same dimensionality as A. We will see that this trick enables

us to discuss the recoverability in a quantitative manner with information-theoretic measures. Prepare

an EPR pair on A0 and A and throw qubits from A into the black hole B. After the time-evolution by

a unitary operator U that acts on AB, the system is given by

| i =
�
IA0 ⌦ UAB ⌦ IR

��
|EPRiA0A ⌦ |�EPR

iBR
�
=

EPREPR

(8)

which is supported on A0CDR. The wavefunction in Eq. (8) is often called the “state representation”

(or the “Choi representation”) of U [29]. To remind readers of the notation, B is the initial black hole,

R is the early radiation, C is the remaining black hole and D is the late radiation.

Information theoretically, the recoverability of unknown quantum states can be quantitatively ad-

dressed by the amount of entanglement between A0 and RD, e.g., the mutual information I(A0, DR).

If I(A0, DR) is close to its maximal value, nearly perfect EPR pair can be distilled by applying some

recovery unitary operator VDR:

(IA0C ⌦ VDR)| i ⇡ |EPRiA0Aout
⌦ |somethingi. (9)

Here “⇡” is measured in terms of the fidelity with the perfect EPR pair (i.e., the expectation value

with respect to the EPR projector on A0Aout) 8.

Distillation of EPR pair can be related to recovery of infalling quantum states as follows. By

projecting the reference system A0 onto | ⇤
i, we will have | i on the original input Hilbert space A

since

(h ⇤
|A0 ⌦ IA)|EPRiA0A / | iA. (10)

If |EPRiA0Aout
is distilled on A0Aout, the above projection on A0 will generate | iAout

on the output

Hilbert space Aout, implying successful reconstruction of the input state. One merit of introducing the

reference system A0 is that we do not need to keep track of how the recovery operation works for each

choice of input states.

3.3 Reconstruction of operators

We will use the Hayden-Preskill recovery protocols to construct interior operators in the firewall problem.

For this purpose, it is convenient to state the Hayden-Preskill recovery in terms of operators. Given

8The fidelity of the distilled EPR pair can be quantitatively related to out-of-time ordered correlation function [33].
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an arbitrary unitary operator OA0 acting on A0, it is possible to identify a partner operator on DR if

I(A0, DR) is nearly maximal (i.e., OTOCs are small). Recall the following relation:

(OA0 ⌦ I)|EPRiA0Aout
= (I ⌦OT

Aout
)|EPRiA0Aout

(11)

or graphically

= (12)

which holds for any unitary operator OA0 and its transpose OT
Aout

. Define eOT
DR as follows:

eOT
DR ⌘ V †

DRO
T
Aout

VDR. (13)

Then, the partner operator eOT
DR on DR satisfies

(OA0 ⌦ ICDR)| i ⇡ (IA0C ⌦ eOT
DR)| i (14)

or graphically

EPREPR

⇡

EPREPR

. (15)

3.4 Quantum cloning puzzle

The Hayden-Preskill recovery leads to an apparent cloning of quantum states since Alice possesses | i

inside the black hole whereas Bob possesses the reconstructed copy of | i outside the black hole 9. A

traditional approach to resolve this puzzle is to resort to the idea of complementarity; we decide not to

be bothered by violation of quantum mechanics as long as there is no observer who can verify it [43–46].

In order to verify the quantum cloning, Bob needs to wait for a black hole to implement a highly-

complicated unitary U , catch the outgoing mode, reconstruct | i, and jump into a black hole to meet

Alice who possesses the other copy. For the time being, assume that reconstructing | i is instantaneous

once the outgoing mode is collected. Then if it takes more than t ⇠ rs log rs in the Schwarzschild time

(or t ⇠ log rs at the stretched horizon) for the black hole to implement U , Alice will reach the black

hole singularity before meeting Bob. Quantum information theoretic studies suggest that time scale

to “delocalize” quantum information must be indeed longer than t ⇠ log rs in a clock at the stretched

horizon [47]. Hence, the quantum cloning puzzle is avoided.

9By introducing the reference system A0, the quantum cloning puzzle can be stated as potential violation of monogamy
of entanglement. This observation hints that the Hayden-Preskill thought experiment is indeed related to the firewall
problem.
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A : input 
C : remaining BH 
D : late radiation 
R : early radiation

“partner operator“

• Hosur-Qi-Roberts-BY : decay of out-of-time order correlator (OTOC) implies 
existence of V. (2015)

While the above viewpoint provides a tentative resolution of the quantum cloning puzzle, a refined

resolution has been recently proposed within the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence. The original

argument via complementarity assumes that the black hole horizon is an absolute entity and its location

never moves regardless of quantum operations applied from the outside. A modern viewpoint on this

puzzle is to postulate that Bob’s recovery operation may have a non-trivial backreaction to the black hole

geometry. This viewpoint is largely motivated from recent developments in studies of backreactions in

the AdS/CFT correspondence and related toy models such as the SYK model [48–52]. The key insight is

that Bob’s operation from the outside may shift the location of the event horizon and pull the quantum

state | i from the interior to the exterior. A concrete physical realization of this scenario is the so-

called traversable wormhole phenomena discovered by Gao, Ja↵eris and Wall [31]. In particular, for

the eternal AdS black hole, they identified certain forms of interactions between CFTs on opposite

boundaries which send negative energy to the bulk and shift the event horizon so that signals can

traverse the wormhole 10. The relation between traversable wormholes and the Hayden-Preskill thought

experiment has been discussed in detail by Maldacena, Stanford, and Yang [32].

4 Scrambling and recovery

We have reviewed the Hayden-Preskill thought experiment and the quantum cloning puzzle from the

perspective of backreaction within the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence, namely for the eternal

AdS black hole. In this section, we extend the argument to more generic quantum systems by reviewing

the relation between the Hayden-Preskill recovery and quantum information scrambling as diagnosed

by out-of-time ordered correlation (OTOC) functions. We also discuss concrete recovery protocols for

the Hayden-Preskill thought experiment.

4.1 Scrambling

Let us continue our discussion on the Hayden-Preskill recovery. Again, we will focus on a quantum

black hole whose initial state is represented by |�EPR
iBR = 1p

|B|

P
j |jiB ⌦ |jiR. We are primarily

interested in the correlation between A0 (the reference system) and DR (the late radiation and the early

radiation) in the state representation of U as defined in Eq. (8).

While Hayden and Preskill considered Haar random unitary U , a recovery operation can be per-

formed in strongly-interacting quantum systems which delocalize quantum information over the whole

system. This phenomena, often called quantum information scrambling, can be probed by the out-of-

time ordered correlation (OTOC) function [53, 48, 54, 55]:

hOA(0)OD(t)O
†
A(0)O

†
D(t)i ⌘

1

d
Tr

�
OAU

†ODUO†
AU

†O†
DU

�
(16)

where d = |A||B| = |C||D| denotes the total Hilbert space dimension. Two di↵erent bipartitions of the

total Hilbert space H, into HA ⌦ HB and HC ⌦ HD, are considered. Here U is an arbitrary unitary

operator that accounts the time-evolution of the system. Note that OA and OD are operators that act

on subsystems A and D respectively. For concreteness, we take OA, OD to be basis operators (such as

Pauli operators) supported on A,D. For A,D with no overlap, the OTOC starts at 1 and then decays

10Since their interaction couples two boundaries, null geodesics through the wormhole is no longer achronal. Hence the
average null energy condition (ANEC) is obeyed for achronal geodesics.
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EPR

Figure 3: The Hayden-Preskill thought experiment. U represents the time-evolution of the black hole
and V represents a recovery unitary.

3 Review of Hayden-Preskill recovery

In this section, we provide a brief review of the Hayden-Preskill thought experiment [28]. We try to be

clear about what the recoverability of quantum states means in information-theoretic terms. We will

mostly focus on a situation which mimics the AdS eternal black hole while the scope of the original

argument by Hayden and Preskill is broader. Part of our goal is to remind readers of how the quantum

cloning puzzle can be resolved by using the idea of backreaction within the context of the AdS/CFT

correspondence.

3.1 Setup

As in the firewall argument, Hayden and Preskill considered an old black hole which has emitted more

than half of its initial entropy. In the Hayden-Preskill thought experiment, Alice throws a quantum

state | i into a black hole and Bob, the outside observer, attempts to reconstruct it by collecting the

Hawking radiation. To simplify the argument further, we treat the initial state as nB = log |B| copies

of EPR pairs between the black hole B and the radiation R :

|�EPR
iBR =

1p
|B|

X

j

|jiB ⌦ |jiR. (6)

Let us append a subsystem A to the black hole to account for the Hilbert space of the infalling

quantum state | i. Following Hayden and Preskill, let us assume that the black hole evolves by a Haar

random unitary U that acts on AB. Let C and D be the remaining black hole and the outgoing mode

respectively (Fig. 3). Bob’s goal is to reconstruct | i by catching D and having access to the early

radiation R. The surprising result is that |D| ' |A| is su�cient to achieve this goal. Namely, if | i is an

nA-qubit quantum state, catching nD = nA + ✏ qubits of the outgoing mode with ✏ = O(1) su�ces. By

“reconstruction”, we mean the existence of some recovery unitary VDR that, for any given input state

| i, reconstructs the original state | i (Fig. 3):

(IC ⌦ VDR)(UAB ⌦ IR)
�
| iA ⌦ |�EPR

iBR
�
⇡ | iAout

⌦ |somethingi for all | i 2 HA. (7)

Here Aout is some subsystem in DR with |Aout| = |A|, and “⇡” is measured in terms of the fidelity of

8

Hayden-Preskill, brief summary

C : Remaining BH 

D : Late radiation 

R : Early radiation

• Alice throws a quantum state into an old black hole. Bob collects the Hawking 
radiation and reconstruct the original state.

 - Bob needs to collect just a few qubits from D.

 V : recovery unitary

“Black hole as mirrors” (Hayden-Preskill)
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Interior operators

or graphically

EPREPR

⇡

EPREPR

(10)

The partner can be explicitly constructed as follows:

eODR = V †
DROA0VDR (11)

by recalling (OA ⌦O⇤
A0)|EPRiAA0 = |EPRiAA0 .

3.4 Cloning puzzle

The Hayden-Preskill recovery leads to an apparent cloning of quantum states since Alice possesses | i

inside the black hole whereas Bob possesses the reconstructed copy of | i outside the black hole. A

traditional approach to resolve this puzzle is to resort to the idea of complementarity; we decide not to

be bothered by violation of quantum mechanics as long as there is no observer who can verify it [48–51].

In order to verify the quantum cloning, Bob needs to wait for a black hole to implement a highly-

complicated unitary U , catch the outgoing mode, reconstruct | i, and jump into a black hole to meet

Alice who possesses the other copy. For the time being, assume that reconstructing | i is instantaneous

once the outgoing mode is collected. Then if it takes more than t ⇠ rs log rs in the Schwarzschild time

(or t ⇠ log rs at the stretched horizon) for the black hole to implement U , Alice will reach the black

hole singularity before meeting Bob. Quantum information theoretic studies suggest that such a time

scale must be indeed longer than t ⇠ log rs in a clock at the stretched horizon [52]. Hence, the quantum

cloning puzzle is avoided.

A modern viewpoint on this puzzle is to realize that Bob’s decoding operation has a non-trivial

backreaction to the black hole geometry. This viewpoint is largely motivated from recent significant

developments in studies of quantum information scrambling and related toy models of the AdS/CFT

correspondence [53–57]. The important insight is that Bob’s operation from the outside may change

the location of the event horizon and pull the quantum state | i from the interior to the exterior. A

concrete physical realization of this scenario is the so-called traversable wormhole phenomena discovered

by Gao, Ja↵eris and Wall [34] and its strengthening by Maldacena, Stanford and Yang [35].

By introducing the reference system A, the quantum cloning puzzle can be stated as potential

violation of monogamy of entanglement. This observation hints that the Hayden-Preskill recovery is

related to the firewall problem.

3.5 Scrambling

While Hayden and Preskill considered Haar random unitary U , a recovery operation can be performed

in strongly-interacting quantum systems which delocalize quantum information over the whole system.

This phenomena, often called quantum information scrambling, can be probed by the out-of-time order
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• Interior partner in A (a few qubits in R) and C (remaining BH)

or graphically

= (16)

Let A be a small subsystem of R and B = Ac be the complementary subsystem inside R (so

R = AB). The task of reconstructing eO⇤
CA for a given OD can be interpreted as the Hayden-Preskill

recovery:

= (17)

where we rotated the figure by 180 degree and bend some arrows. Here UT represents the transpose of

U as the diagram of U is rotated upside down. In a sense, the Hayden-Preskill recovery is performed

backwards in time.

The partners of interior operators are often called mirror operators in the literature. It is an

interesting coincidence that Hayden and Preskill refers to their findings as “black hole as mirror”.

4.2 Preliminary comments

Let us discuss some immediate implications of this observation. First, the reconstruction of interior

operators is fault-tolerant against perturbations on R. In fact, interior operators are immune to rather

drastic noises which would damage all the qubits on B ⇢ R. In qubits count, the reconstruction is

robust even if SBH � ✏ qubits are damaged where ✏ ⇠ O(1). Moreover, one may choose A to be any

subsystem of R, and the reconstructed interior operators are still protected from large perturbations.

Second, quantum circuit complexity of reconstructing the interior operator is low. In particular,

by using the decoding protocols from [33], one can construct the interior operators in a time scale of

implementing U .

In Bob’s description from the outside, the partner of D cannot be found inside the remaining black

hole C. Hence the problem of non-local signalling still remains. Yet, by including a few qubits from R,

the partner operators can be easily constructed. So the interior operators are “almost” inside C.

5 State-independence

The observation in the previous section does not resolve some of the problems identified in the A = RB

(or D = R in our notation) proposal. First, the reconstruction still requires an access to a distant

radiation R albeit very little. Second, the reconstruction is highly state-dependent. For a generic initial
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• Problems …

• Construction is state-dependent.

• Non-locality problem (use of A)
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AB : Radiation (R)

D : outgoing mode

C : remaining black hole
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Some lesson

• Reconstruction of interior operators

Alice Bob

If Alice takes A, then Alice possesses the EPR pair 

If Alice didn’t take A, then Bob possesses the EPR pair 

AB : Radiation (R)

D : outgoing mode

C : remaining black hole

• We can choose A to be any small subsystem !  

• Alice does not need to take A. She simply needs to fall into a black hole.
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“Generic” two-sided “AdS” black hole

• Generic two-sided AdS BH

EPR

Figure 4: Discretized time evolution of a large AdS black hole with long throat. K represents the
precomputation unitary and At are the confined modes. R is a far distant boundary on the right-hand
side.

state (I⌦K)|�EPR
i, the recovery protocols should be run with U ! UK⇤, so the reconstructed operators

depend on K. Relatedly, the quantum circuit complexity of reconstruction can be huge depending on

the complexity of K. In this section, we will debug these problems.

5.1 Long-throat AdS black hole

We begin by addressing the problem of the non-local signaling. To test the proposal in the strictest

way, we will consider a large two-sided AdS black hole with long throat (i.e. K is highly complex). Let

us imagine that the black hole initially starts with (I ⌦K)|�EPR
iBR and time evolves by U acting on

B. Imagine that U is discretized into small time steps:

U(t = T ) = UT · · ·U1. (18)

We emphasize that details of the discretization are not important in the following discussion. The

quantum state at t = T is depicted in Fig. 4. Here intermediate Hilbert spaces are labelled by At, Bt

where At corresponds to the modes living between the AdS boundary and the stretched horizon while

Bt corresponds to entities at the stretched horizon. For simplicity, we assume that the sizes of At and

Bt remain unchanged. Note CD ' AtBt ' B (for 2  t  T ).

We now argue that the partner of interior operators D can be reconstructed by quantum operations

which are strictly localized on the left-hand side without ever accessing R. To begin, we append two

subsystems E,E which have the same dimensionality as At at time t. We prepare EPR pair on EE

and apply SWAP operator between At and E as shown in Fig. 5(a). The outcome of this operation is

depicted in Fig. 5(b) where E is entangled with At. Since E plays the role of the distant radiation, the

interior operators can be reconstructed on EC by running the Hayden-Preskill recovery protocol with

U 0 = UT · · ·Ut as long as T � t � tscr.

5.2 State-independence

Next let us discuss the problem of the state-dependence. As is evident from Fig. 5, the reconstruction

of interior operators depends only on U 0 = UT · · ·Ut. Importantly, it has no dependence on the precom-
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Generic two-sided AdS = K is arbitrary, BH not evaporating
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of interior operators depends only on U 0 = UT · · ·Ut. Importantly, it has no dependence on the precom-
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Figure 5: A protocol for an infalling observer to access At. EPR pair is prepared on EE. (a) SWAP
operation between At and E. (b) The outcome. E and At are entangled.

putation unitary K. As such, the reconstruction is not only e�cient with O(|T � t|) quantum circuit

complexity, but also independent from the choice of the initial state (I ⌦K)|�EPR
iBR.

Strictly speaking, the above conclusion is a bit of exaggeration as perturbations added to At will

influence the Hamiltonian under which Ut evolves. The important assumption behind the use of this

simple toy model of black hole dynamics is that a black hole is always in a thermal equilibrium at fixed

temperature and entropy. Namely early perturbations should not have significant e↵ects on the present

time-evolution. After all, this is the underlying assumption of treating the black hole as an SBH-qubit

quantum system where SBH is the Bekenstein-Hawking (coarse-grained) entropy. In a realistic system,

this assumption will be valid only approximately.

Keeping this caveat back in our mind, we conclude that the reconstruction of interior operators is

completely fault-tolerant against perturbations added to the entangled partner R as well as any quantum

operations added before time t, avoiding the commutator problem.

5.3 One-sided black hole

The aforementioned protocol works for the case of one-sided AdS black holes. Let us represent the

initial state of the black hole by K|0i⌦n and time-evolve it by U = UT · · ·U1. This is equivalent to

projecting the right-hand side R in Fig. 4 onto |0i⌦n. Since the recovery protocol does not depend

on any quantum operation on R, be it unitary or non-unitary, the reconstructed interior operators are

independent from the initial state.

5.4 Evaporating black hole

Finally let us return to the discussion of evaporating black holes as originally considered by AMPS. We

model the evaporation dynamics as a sequential application of the procedures depicted in Fig. 6. Here

At are the confined mode inside the zone whereas Rt are the modes which escape from the zone and

never return. As time passes, Rt joins the radiation R, and the entropy of the black hole decreases.

The aforementioned protocol works successfully by swapping E and At. Here it is crucial for an

infalling observer to interact with the confined modes At rather than the escaping modes Rt as Rt

is completely decoupled from AtBt
1. Again, the interior operators can be reconstructed in a state-

independent and low-complexity manner without ever accessing R.

The black hole evaporation dynamics of slightly di↵erent nature has been previously considered in

the literature without including the confined mode At inside the zone. While such toy models capture
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In a sense, this is identical to the mechanism of the firewall puzzle.
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precomputation unitary and At are the confined modes. R is a far distant boundary on the right-hand
side.
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depend on K. Relatedly, the quantum circuit complexity of reconstruction can be huge depending on

the complexity of K. In this section, we will debug these problems.
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We begin by addressing the problem of the non-local signaling. To test the proposal in the strictest

way, we will consider a large two-sided AdS black hole with long throat (i.e. K is highly complex). Let

us imagine that the black hole initially starts with (I ⌦K)|�EPR
iBR and time evolves by U acting on

B. Imagine that U is discretized into small time steps:

U(t = T ) = UT · · ·U1. (18)

We emphasize that details of the discretization are not important in the following discussion. The

quantum state at t = T is depicted in Fig. 4. Here intermediate Hilbert spaces are labelled by At, Bt

where At corresponds to the modes living between the AdS boundary and the stretched horizon while

Bt corresponds to entities at the stretched horizon. For simplicity, we assume that the sizes of At and

Bt remain unchanged. Note CD ' AtBt ' B (for 2  t  T ).

We now argue that the partner of interior operators D can be reconstructed by quantum operations

which are strictly localized on the left-hand side without ever accessing R. To begin, we append two

subsystems E,E which have the same dimensionality as At at time t. We prepare EPR pair on EE

and apply SWAP operator between At and E as shown in Fig. 5(a). The outcome of this operation is

depicted in Fig. 5(b) where E is entangled with At. Since E plays the role of the distant radiation, the

interior operators can be reconstructed on EC by running the Hayden-Preskill recovery protocol with

U 0 = UT · · ·Ut as long as T � t � tscr.

5.2 State-independence

Next let us discuss the problem of the state-dependence. As is evident from Fig. 5, the reconstruction
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this assumption will be valid only approximately.
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The aforementioned protocol works for the case of one-sided AdS black holes. Let us represent the

initial state of the black hole by K|0i⌦n and time-evolve it by U = UT · · ·U1. This is equivalent to

projecting the right-hand side R in Fig. 4 onto |0i⌦n. Since the recovery protocol does not depend

on any quantum operation on R, be it unitary or non-unitary, the reconstructed interior operators are

independent from the initial state.

5.4 Evaporating black hole

Finally let us return to the discussion of evaporating black holes as originally considered by AMPS. We

model the evaporation dynamics as a sequential application of the procedures depicted in Fig. 6. Here

At are the confined mode inside the zone whereas Rt are the modes which escape from the zone and

never return. As time passes, Rt joins the radiation R, and the entropy of the black hole decreases.

The aforementioned protocol works successfully by swapping E and At. Here it is crucial for an

infalling observer to interact with the confined modes At rather than the escaping modes Rt as Rt

is completely decoupled from AtBt
1. Again, the interior operators can be reconstructed in a state-

independent and low-complexity manner without ever accessing R.

The black hole evaporation dynamics of slightly di↵erent nature has been previously considered in

the literature without including the confined mode At inside the zone. While such toy models capture
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precomputation unitary and At are the confined modes. R is a far distant boundary on the right-hand
side.
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and apply SWAP operator between At and E as shown in Fig. 5(a). The outcome of this operation is

depicted in Fig. 5(b) where E is entangled with At. Since E plays the role of the distant radiation, the

interior operators can be reconstructed on EC by running the Hayden-Preskill recovery protocol with
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time-evolution. After all, this is the underlying assumption of treating the black hole as an SBH-qubit
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this assumption will be valid only approximately.
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completely fault-tolerant against perturbations added to the entangled partner R as well as any quantum

operations added before time t, avoiding the commutator problem.

5.3 One-sided black hole

The aforementioned protocol works for the case of one-sided AdS black holes. Let us represent the

initial state of the black hole by K|0i⌦n and time-evolve it by U = UT · · ·U1. This is equivalent to

projecting the right-hand side R in Fig. 4 onto |0i⌦n. Since the recovery protocol does not depend

on any quantum operation on R, be it unitary or non-unitary, the reconstructed interior operators are

independent from the initial state.

5.4 Evaporating black hole

Finally let us return to the discussion of evaporating black holes as originally considered by AMPS. We

model the evaporation dynamics as a sequential application of the procedures depicted in Fig. 6. Here

At are the confined mode inside the zone whereas Rt are the modes which escape from the zone and

never return. As time passes, Rt joins the radiation R, and the entropy of the black hole decreases.

The aforementioned protocol works successfully by swapping E and At. Here it is crucial for an

infalling observer to interact with the confined modes At rather than the escaping modes Rt as Rt

is completely decoupled from AtBt
1. Again, the interior operators can be reconstructed in a state-

independent and low-complexity manner without ever accessing R.

The black hole evaporation dynamics of slightly di↵erent nature has been previously considered in

the literature without including the confined mode At inside the zone. While such toy models capture
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Figure 4: Discretized time evolution of a large AdS black hole with long throat. K represents the
precomputation unitary and At are the confined modes. R is a far distant boundary on the right-hand
side.

state (I⌦K)|�EPR
i, the recovery protocols should be run with U ! UK⇤, so the reconstructed operators

depend on K. Relatedly, the quantum circuit complexity of reconstruction can be huge depending on

the complexity of K. In this section, we will debug these problems.

5.1 Long-throat AdS black hole

We begin by addressing the problem of the non-local signaling. To test the proposal in the strictest

way, we will consider a large two-sided AdS black hole with long throat (i.e. K is highly complex). Let

us imagine that the black hole initially starts with (I ⌦K)|�EPR
iBR and time evolves by U acting on

B. Imagine that U is discretized into small time steps:

U(t = T ) = UT · · ·U1. (18)

We emphasize that details of the discretization are not important in the following discussion. The

quantum state at t = T is depicted in Fig. 4. Here intermediate Hilbert spaces are labelled by At, Bt

where At corresponds to the modes living between the AdS boundary and the stretched horizon while

Bt corresponds to entities at the stretched horizon. For simplicity, we assume that the sizes of At and

Bt remain unchanged. Note CD ' AtBt ' B (for 2  t  T ).

We now argue that the partner of interior operators D can be reconstructed by quantum operations

which are strictly localized on the left-hand side without ever accessing R. To begin, we append two

subsystems E,E which have the same dimensionality as At at time t. We prepare EPR pair on EE

and apply SWAP operator between At and E as shown in Fig. 5(a). The outcome of this operation is

depicted in Fig. 5(b) where E is entangled with At. Since E plays the role of the distant radiation, the

interior operators can be reconstructed on EC by running the Hayden-Preskill recovery protocol with

U 0 = UT · · ·Ut as long as T � t � tscr.

5.2 State-independence

Next let us discuss the problem of the state-dependence. As is evident from Fig. 5, the reconstruction

of interior operators depends only on U 0 = UT · · ·Ut. Importantly, it has no dependence on the precom-
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Figure 4: Discretized time evolution of a large AdS black hole with long throat. K represents the
precomputation unitary and At are the confined modes. R is a far distant boundary on the right-hand
side.
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and apply SWAP operator between At and E as shown in Fig. 5(a). The outcome of this operation is

depicted in Fig. 5(b) where E is entangled with At. Since E plays the role of the distant radiation, the

interior operators can be reconstructed on EC by running the Hayden-Preskill recovery protocol with

U 0 = UT · · ·Ut as long as T � t � tscr.

5.2 State-independence

Next let us discuss the problem of the state-dependence. As is evident from Fig. 5, the reconstruction

of interior operators depends only on U 0 = UT · · ·Ut. Importantly, it has no dependence on the precom-
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precomputation unitary and At are the confined modes. R is a far distant boundary on the right-hand
side.
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precomputation unitary and At are the confined modes. R is a far distant boundary on the right-hand
side.
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Figure 8: The dynamics of an evaporating black hole. Rt represents the modes which escape and join
R while At are the confined modes.

holes too.

Finally let us return to the discussion of evaporating black holes as originally considered by AMPS.

We model the evaporation dynamics as a sequential application of the procedures depicted in Fig. 8.

Here At are the confined mode inside the zone whereas Rt are the modes which escape from the zone and

never return. As time passes, Rt joins the radiation R, and the entropy of the black hole decreases 16.

The aforementioned protocol works successfully by swapping E and At. Here it is crucial for an

infalling observer E to interact with the confined modes At rather than the escaping modes Rt as Rt

is completely decoupled from AtBt
17. Again, the interior operators can be reconstructed in a state-

independent and low-complexity manner without ever accessing R.

6.3 Code subspace

We have presented state-independent reconstruction of interior operators that are completely insensitive

to perturbations on the early radiation R. Strictly speaking, this conclusion on state-independence is

a bit of exaggeration. For instance, large perturbations added to At will influence the Hamiltonian

under which Ut evolves. As such, it is important to note that the state-independence is an approximate

statement.

To understand the validity of the approximation, let us return to the underlying assumption behind

using simplified descriptions of quantum black holes as SBH-qubit systems. In static geometries, the

Bekenstein-Hawking entropy SBH can be interpreted as the coarse-grained entropy. Namely it suggests

that there are ⇡ 2SBH-dimensional Hilbert space, denoted by Hcode, which have an identical classical

black hole geometry. This subspace is spanned by quantum states which correspond to black holes in

thermal equilibrium with the same thermodynamic parameters, such as mass M , angular momentum

J and charge Q. Those black hole microstates, however, di↵er in a subtle manner. They may di↵er

in terms of matter content on a fixed geometry and other high energy objects living at the stretched

horizon. Black holes in thermal equilibrium with the same background classical geometry span the

subspace Hcode.

The very motivation in reconstructing interior operators in a state-independent manner is to under-

stand quantum field theory on a curved space-time experienced by the infalling observer. This suggests

that reconstructed operators must be state-independent on a fixed black hole geometry, but can be

16The AdS black hole can be viewed as a limit where Rt disappears.
17In a sense, this is identical to the mechanism of the AMPS puzzle.
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dependent on choices of geometries. Our claim on the state-independence is restricted to the validity

of SBH-qubit toy models, and hence is an approximate statement inside the subspace Hcode which is

determined by the classical black hole geometry.

These interpretations become sharp in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence. In [21],

Almheiri, Dong and Harlow proposed that the subspaceHcode can be interpreted as a codeword subspace

of a quantum error-correcting code. Their insight, as well as concrete toy model of such a scenario [22],

suggests that bulk operators can be interpreted as logical operators which label di↵erent codeword states

in Hcode.

From the perspective of the boundary Hilbert space, one may also interpret the origin of the codeword

subspace Hcode by relying on the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH) [64]. In particular, for

strongly interacting quantum many-body systems, eigenstates from a tiny energy window are expected

to look thermal in small subsystems. One may think that the subspace Hcode is spanned by these

wavefunctions contained in the small energy window.

Keeping this caveat in mind, our claim in a more precise term is that the reconstruction of interior

operators is fault-tolerant against perturbations added to the entangled partner R as well as any quan-

tum operations added before time t, provided that the black hole remains in thermal equilibrium 18.

We also argue that the above claim includes cases of evaporating black holes where the system reaches

thermal equilibrium quickly. The typical time scale for our reconstruction procedure is the scrambling

time which is of order ⇡ rS log rS in the Schwartzshild black hole whereas the thermalization time is of

order ⇡ rS ⇡
1

T .

7 Resolution of the puzzle: from the outside

In this section, we propose a resolution of the AMPS puzzle from the perspectives of the outside observer.

We begin by simply stating our proposal and then provide supporting arguments. Namely we present

an argument for estimating the amount of entanglement which Alice takes from Bob.

7.1 Proposal

Our finding in previous sections suggests that the resolution of the AMPS puzzle may be achieved by

relying on intuitions from the resolution of the quantum cloning puzzle. As discussed in Section 3, one

possible resolution of the quantum cloning puzzle was to assert that the recovery operation from the

outside has non-trivial backreaction and pulls the quantum state from the interior to the exterior. This

suggests that the AMPS puzzle may be explained by understanding which observer possesses the EPR

pair and possible backreactions caused by possessing it.

With this observation in mind, let us recall the proposed reconstruction of interior operators. The

important lesson is that whoever possesses the tiny portion A of the radiation R will possess the EPR

pair. If A is included as degrees of freedom of Alice, she is able to see the EPR pair. If A is left

untouched, the outgoing mode D is entangled with R = AB and Bob is able to see the EPR pair

from the outside. See Fig. 9 for schematic illustration of the situation. These statements can be made

quantitative by using the monogamy relation of the mutual information. Decay of OTOCs implies that

I(2)(D,AC) is nearly maximal. Since I(2)(D,AC) + I(2)(D,B) = 2S(2)

D , this suggests that I(2)(D,B) is

close to zero. Namely Alice reconstructs D on AC while Bob cannot reconstruct it on B 19.

18By thermal equilibrium, we mean that time-ordered correlation functions reach their stationary values.
19From the perspective of quantum information theory, the Rényi-2 mutual information is not a proper entanglement
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Figure 8: The dynamics of an evaporating black hole. Rt represents the modes which escape and join
R while At are the confined modes.

holes too.

Finally let us return to the discussion of evaporating black holes as originally considered by AMPS.

We model the evaporation dynamics as a sequential application of the procedures depicted in Fig. 8.

Here At are the confined mode inside the zone whereas Rt are the modes which escape from the zone and

never return. As time passes, Rt joins the radiation R, and the entropy of the black hole decreases 16.

The aforementioned protocol works successfully by swapping E and At. Here it is crucial for an

infalling observer E to interact with the confined modes At rather than the escaping modes Rt as Rt

is completely decoupled from AtBt
17. Again, the interior operators can be reconstructed in a state-

independent and low-complexity manner without ever accessing R.
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that reconstructed operators must be state-independent on a fixed black hole geometry, but can be
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pair. If A is included as degrees of freedom of Alice, she is able to see the EPR pair. If A is left
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Figure 8: The dynamics of an evaporating black hole. Rt represents the modes which escape and join
R while At are the confined modes.

holes too.

Finally let us return to the discussion of evaporating black holes as originally considered by AMPS.

We model the evaporation dynamics as a sequential application of the procedures depicted in Fig. 8.

Here At are the confined mode inside the zone whereas Rt are the modes which escape from the zone and

never return. As time passes, Rt joins the radiation R, and the entropy of the black hole decreases 16.

The aforementioned protocol works successfully by swapping E and At. Here it is crucial for an

infalling observer E to interact with the confined modes At rather than the escaping modes Rt as Rt

is completely decoupled from AtBt
17. Again, the interior operators can be reconstructed in a state-

independent and low-complexity manner without ever accessing R.

6.3 Code subspace

We have presented state-independent reconstruction of interior operators that are completely insensitive

to perturbations on the early radiation R. Strictly speaking, this conclusion on state-independence is

a bit of exaggeration. For instance, large perturbations added to At will influence the Hamiltonian

under which Ut evolves. As such, it is important to note that the state-independence is an approximate

statement.

To understand the validity of the approximation, let us return to the underlying assumption behind

using simplified descriptions of quantum black holes as SBH-qubit systems. In static geometries, the

Bekenstein-Hawking entropy SBH can be interpreted as the coarse-grained entropy. Namely it suggests

that there are ⇡ 2SBH-dimensional Hilbert space, denoted by Hcode, which have an identical classical

black hole geometry. This subspace is spanned by quantum states which correspond to black holes in

thermal equilibrium with the same thermodynamic parameters, such as mass M , angular momentum

J and charge Q. Those black hole microstates, however, di↵er in a subtle manner. They may di↵er

in terms of matter content on a fixed geometry and other high energy objects living at the stretched

horizon. Black holes in thermal equilibrium with the same background classical geometry span the

subspace Hcode.

The very motivation in reconstructing interior operators in a state-independent manner is to under-

stand quantum field theory on a curved space-time experienced by the infalling observer. This suggests

that reconstructed operators must be state-independent on a fixed black hole geometry, but can be

16The AdS black hole can be viewed as a limit where Rt disappears.
17In a sense, this is identical to the mechanism of the AMPS puzzle.
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determined by the classical black hole geometry.

These interpretations become sharp in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence. In [21],

Almheiri, Dong and Harlow proposed that the subspaceHcode can be interpreted as a codeword subspace

of a quantum error-correcting code. Their insight, as well as concrete toy model of such a scenario [22],

suggests that bulk operators can be interpreted as logical operators which label di↵erent codeword states

in Hcode.

From the perspective of the boundary Hilbert space, one may also interpret the origin of the codeword

subspace Hcode by relying on the Eigenstate Thermalization Hypothesis (ETH) [64]. In particular, for

strongly interacting quantum many-body systems, eigenstates from a tiny energy window are expected

to look thermal in small subsystems. One may think that the subspace Hcode is spanned by these

wavefunctions contained in the small energy window.

Keeping this caveat in mind, our claim in a more precise term is that the reconstruction of interior

operators is fault-tolerant against perturbations added to the entangled partner R as well as any quan-

tum operations added before time t, provided that the black hole remains in thermal equilibrium 18.

We also argue that the above claim includes cases of evaporating black holes where the system reaches

thermal equilibrium quickly. The typical time scale for our reconstruction procedure is the scrambling

time which is of order ⇡ rS log rS in the Schwartzshild black hole whereas the thermalization time is of

order ⇡ rS ⇡
1

T .

7 Resolution of the puzzle: from the outside

In this section, we propose a resolution of the AMPS puzzle from the perspectives of the outside observer.

We begin by simply stating our proposal and then provide supporting arguments. Namely we present

an argument for estimating the amount of entanglement which Alice takes from Bob.

7.1 Proposal

Our finding in previous sections suggests that the resolution of the AMPS puzzle may be achieved by

relying on intuitions from the resolution of the quantum cloning puzzle. As discussed in Section 3, one

possible resolution of the quantum cloning puzzle was to assert that the recovery operation from the

outside has non-trivial backreaction and pulls the quantum state from the interior to the exterior. This

suggests that the AMPS puzzle may be explained by understanding which observer possesses the EPR

pair and possible backreactions caused by possessing it.

With this observation in mind, let us recall the proposed reconstruction of interior operators. The

important lesson is that whoever possesses the tiny portion A of the radiation R will possess the EPR

pair. If A is included as degrees of freedom of Alice, she is able to see the EPR pair. If A is left

untouched, the outgoing mode D is entangled with R = AB and Bob is able to see the EPR pair

from the outside. See Fig. 9 for schematic illustration of the situation. These statements can be made

quantitative by using the monogamy relation of the mutual information. Decay of OTOCs implies that

I(2)(D,AC) is nearly maximal. Since I(2)(D,AC) + I(2)(D,B) = 2S(2)

D , this suggests that I(2)(D,B) is

close to zero. Namely Alice reconstructs D on AC while Bob cannot reconstruct it on B 19.

18By thermal equilibrium, we mean that time-ordered correlation functions reach their stationary values.
19From the perspective of quantum information theory, the Rényi-2 mutual information is not a proper entanglement
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M becomes gravitational shockwave. Bob’s entanglement is disturbed. 

Due to decay of OTOCs.
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Including Alice

• Consider the eternal AdS. Bob’s can verify entanglement on        from the boundary.

• Add an apparatus M which travels along with A.

M becomes gravitational shockwave. Bob’s entanglement is disturbed. 

Due to decay of OTOCs.

• Outgoing mode D is disentangled from R (RHS) ?
state, say |0i. Under the time-evolution by a unitary operator U , we obtain the following state:

(UBAM ⌦ IR)(|0iM ⌦ |�EPR
iBAR) =

EPR

. (25)

Here we increased the Hilbert space dimension of the black hole in order to account for the increase

of the coarse-grained entropy due to the inclusion of M 19. We assume that this extension of the

Hilbert space via equilibration occurs in thermalization time which is much shorter than the time scale

of applying U (or scrambling time). If U is Haar random unitary operator, one can show that I(C,D)

becomes nearly maximal when |M | ' |D|
2. A similar setting was previously considered by Verlinde

and Verlinde in a slightly di↵erent context [23], and we will make further comments on their work in

appendix B. This suggests that quantum entanglement between D and R, which Bob would have seen,

disappears due to the e↵ect of including M . We emphasize that this argument on I(C,D) is not limited

to the AdS/CFT correspondence as it only requires the quantum state of a black hole to be maximally

entangled.

While the aforementioned estimate assumes that U is a Haar random unitary, one can relate certain

average of OTOCs to the mutual information I(C,D) for the state defined in Eq. (25). Again, generic

decay of OTOCs is su�cient to show that I(C,D) is nearly maximal 20. Also, further analysis with

energy conservation into consideration suggests that |M | ' |D| is su�cient to restore nearly maximal

correlation in I(C,D) as discussed in appendix A,

7.3 Adding references

In the previous subsection, we discussed the e↵ect of including the infalling observer (or a measurement

apparatus). The situation, however, di↵ers from the reconstruction method in section 6 in a subtle

detail. Here we consider a situation which exactly mimics our reconstruction method.

Instead of adding the apparatus M , we think of replacing the infalling mode A at t = ��t with

some “probe” mode. Let us prepare the EPR pair on EE. Let the outgoing mode A at t = ��t

escape from the boundary and replace the infalling mode A with E while keeping E as a reference

qubit. See Fig. 10(b) for the illustration. Here the earlier outgoing mode A and the reference E remain

outside the boundary whereas E probes the bulk. This is essentially identical to the protocol with

SWAP operation discussed in section 6. Decay of OTOCs implies that I(2)(D,EC) becomes nearly

maximal which suggests that the outgoing mode D and EC are indeed entangled. This also implies

that D is no longer entangled with R. Again, this argument is not particularly limited to the AdS/CFT

correspondence.

We have seen that including EE also takes the EPR pair from Bob. Strictly speaking, this protocol

di↵ers from the scenario in the previous subsection where an apparatusM was introduced. Nevertheless,

19The increase of the entropy is approximately given by E/T where E is the energy of M including its rest mass and T
is the temperature.

20This statement can be shown by a slight generalization of results from [29, 33].
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• Decay of OTOC is universal gravitational phenomena. 

• Interior operator does not depend on R, but depends on the observer.

• Outgoing mode is disentangled from early radiation no matter how Alice 
falls in !
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- This requires scrambling time separation. 

- A (or E) needs to be as large as D.

• Some caveats

• Decay of OTOC is universal gravitational phenomena. 

• Interior operator does not depend on R, but depends on the observer.

• Outgoing mode is disentangled from early radiation no matter how Alice 
falls in !
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• Bob’s verification of the EPR pair performs the HP recovery

 Perform the Hayden-Preskill recovery !

• Bob cannot perform HP recovery by acting on the early radiation only.



Firewall (Hayden-Preskill) in a laboratory

• In a sense, Hayden-Preskill recovery is a firewall although it actually saves Alice. 
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Verified quantum information scrambling
K. A. Landsman1*, C. Figgatt1,6, T. Schuster2, N. M. Linke1, B. Yoshida3, N. Y. Yao2,4 & C. Monroe1,5

Quantum scrambling is the dispersal of local information into 
many-body quantum entanglements and correlations distributed 
throughout an entire system. This concept accompanies the 
dynamics of thermalization in closed quantum systems, and has 
recently emerged as a powerful tool for characterizing chaos in 
black holes1–4. However, the direct experimental measurement 
of quantum scrambling is difficult, owing to the exponential 
complexity of ergodic many-body entangled states. One way to 
characterize quantum scrambling is to measure an out-of-time-
ordered correlation function (OTOC); however, because scrambling 
leads to their decay, OTOCs do not generally discriminate between 
quantum scrambling and ordinary decoherence. Here we implement 
a quantum circuit that provides a positive test for the scrambling 
features of a given unitary process5,6. This approach conditionally 
teleports a quantum state through the circuit, providing an 
unambiguous test for whether scrambling has occurred, while 
simultaneously measuring an OTOC. We engineer quantum 
scrambling processes through a tunable three-qubit unitary 
operation as part of a seven-qubit circuit on an ion trap quantum 
computer. Measured teleportation fidelities are typically about 80 
per cent, and enable us to experimentally bound the scrambling-
induced decay of the corresponding OTOC measurement.

The dynamics of strongly interacting quantum systems lead to the 
local memory loss of initial conditions, analogous to the chaotic behav-
iour of classical systems. At first glance, this appears inconsistent with 
the reversible or unitary nature of quantum time-evolution. The reso-
lution lies in the fact that such local quantum information generically 
becomes delocalized throughout the entire system, and thus hidden 
in nonlocal degrees of freedom. This quantum scrambling process has 
sharpened our understanding of the limits of thermalization and chaos 
in quantum systems1–4. At one extreme, certain disordered systems can 
evade thermalization entirely, leading to the slow logarithmic spread of 
quantum information7. At the other extreme, the existence of a max-
imum speed limit for thermalization—known as ‘fast-scrambling’—
is conjectured to occur in certain large-N gauge theories8 as well as 
the dynamics of black holes1–4. Synergy with the latter extends both 
ways: many of the tools and ideas originally developed in the context 
of black hole physics9–12 have been found to be useful in characterizing 
the scrambling behaviour of generic many-body systems.

These wide-ranging impacts of quantum scrambling have stimulated 
the search for experimental evidence13–19 of scrambling dynamics that 
could help shed light on quantum non-equilibrium processes in exotic 
materials20,21 and the fast-scrambling dynamics of black holes1–4. 
Recent work has focused on so-called OTOCs3,4,22, which take the form 
V W t VW tˆ ˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ ( )† † , where V̂ and Ŵ are unitary operators acting on sep-

arate subsystems. The operator =W t U WUˆ ( ) ˆ ˆ ˆ†  is the time-evolved 
version of W under the unitary operator = − HÛ e i tˆ  generated through 
either a Hamiltonian H or an equivalent digital quantum circuit. As 
scrambling proceeds, W tˆ ( ) becomes increasingly nonlocal, causing the 
OTOC to decay23, which is taken as an experimental indication of 
scrambling15–18.

However, it is difficult to distinguish between information scram-
bling and extrinsic decoherence in the OTOC’s temporal decay.  

For example, non-unitary time-evolution arising from depolarization 
or classical noise processes naturally lead the OTOC to decay, even in 
the absence of quantum scrambling. A similar decay can also originate 
from even slight mismatches between the purported forward and back-
wards time-evolution of W tˆ ( ) (refs 6,16 and 24). Although full quantum 
tomography can in principle distinguish scrambling from decoherence 
and experimental noise, this requires a number of measurements that 
scales exponentially with system size and is thus impractical.

In this work, we overcome this challenge and implement a quantum 
teleporation protocol that robustly distinguishes information scram-
bling from both decoherence and experimental noise5,6. Using this pro-
tocol, we demonstrate verifiable information scrambling in a family 
of unitary circuits and provide a quantitative bound on the amount of 
scrambling observed in the experiments.

The intuition behind our approach lies in a re-interpretation of the 
black-hole information paradox9,10, under the assumption that the 
dynamics of the black hole can be modelled as a random unitary oper-
ation Û  (Fig. 1). Schematically, an observer (Alice) throws a secret 
quantum state into a black hole, while an outside observer (Bob) 
attempts to reconstruct this state by collecting the Hawking radiation 
emitted at a later time1,10.

An explicit decoding protocol has been recently proposed5,6, which 
enables Bob to decode Alice’s state using a quantum memory, an ancil-
lary entangled pair of qubits, and knowledge of the effective black-hole 
unitary Û  (ref. 25). The protocol requires Bob to apply ∗Û  to his own 
quantum memory and one half of the ancillary entangled pair. 
Following this, Bob performs a projective measurement, which plays 
the part of teleporting Alice’s secret quantum state to the reference qubit 
in Bob’s ancillary entangled pair. The successful decoding of Alice’s 
quantum information is only possible because of the maximally scram-
bling dynamics of the unitary, which ensure that the information about 
Alice’s secret state is almost immediately distributed throughout the 
entire system1,26. Since maximally scrambling dynamics are requisite 
for successful teleportation, the teleportation fidelity provides a fail-safe 
diagnostic for true quantum information scrambling (see Methods 
section ‘Brief overview of quantum teleportation’).

Unlike a direct measurement of OTOCs, this protocol can explicitly 
distinguish scrambling from either decoherence or a mismatch between 
forward and backward time-evolution (that is, the encoding and decod-
ing unitaries Û  and ∗Û ). Moreover, the success probability of the pro-
jective measurement provides an independent measure of the average 
experimental value of the OTOC, which includes the effects of both 
noise and decoherence6. By comparing the teleportation fidelity and 
the success probability, one can quantitatively and unambiguously 
bound the amount of quantum scrambling by the unitary operation Û.

We experimentally implement the above teleportation protocol on 
a seven-qubit fully connected quantum computer27 using a family of 
three-qubit scrambling unitaries Ûs. Our quantum computer is realized 
with a crystal of trapped atomic +Yb171  ion qubits, defined by the hyper-
fine ‘clock’ states, as described in Methods section ‘Experimental 
details’. We confine nine ions in the linear ion trap and use the nearly 
equally spaced middle seven ions for the circuit. We can drive single 
qubit gates on any of the seven qubits with a typical fidelity of 99.0(5)% 

1Joint Quantum Institute, Department of Physics and Joint Center for Quantum Information and Computer Science, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA. 2Department of Physics, 
University of California Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, USA. 3Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada. 4Materials Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 
Berkeley, CA, USA. 5IonQ Inc., College Park, MD, USA. 6Present address: Honeywell., Broomfield, CO, USA. *e-mail: kalands@umd.edu
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ing unitaries Û  and ∗Û ). Moreover, the success probability of the pro-
jective measurement provides an independent measure of the average 
experimental value of the OTOC, which includes the effects of both 
noise and decoherence6. By comparing the teleportation fidelity and 
the success probability, one can quantitatively and unambiguously 
bound the amount of quantum scrambling by the unitary operation Û.

We experimentally implement the above teleportation protocol on 
a seven-qubit fully connected quantum computer27 using a family of 
three-qubit scrambling unitaries Ûs. Our quantum computer is realized 
with a crystal of trapped atomic +Yb171  ion qubits, defined by the hyper-
fine ‘clock’ states, as described in Methods section ‘Experimental 
details’. We confine nine ions in the linear ion trap and use the nearly 
equally spaced middle seven ions for the circuit. We can drive single 
qubit gates on any of the seven qubits with a typical fidelity of 99.0(5)% 
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Figure 10: (a) The e↵ect of an apparatus M . (b) The protocol from section 6.

can access earlier modes by simply falling into the black hole earlier. To be concrete, let us focus on the

two-sided eternal AdS black hole. Let D be the outgoing mode that reaches the boundary at t = 0 as

shown in Fig. 10(a). As an infalling observer, one may consider some apparatus M which departs the

boundary at t = ��t. To minimize the e↵ect of adding M , one may consider a limit where M assumes

the smallest possible energy, say ⇡ 1/�. Here the apparatus M travels along the infalling mode A at

t = ��t.

To understand the e↵ect of M , it is convenient to draw the partner mode D in the Penrose diagram.

Here the trajectory of D can be constructed by rotating the trajectory of D by 180 degrees as in

Fig. 10(a). Near the horizon, DD can be viewed as Rindler modes in the opposite regions. Near the

boundary, DD can be viewed as entangled degrees of freedom in the boundary conformal field theory

which is in the thermofield double state. In the absence of the apparatus M , Bob can verify the

entanglement between D and D by simply measuring the correlation functions between them. Also,

one can explicitly compute the mutual information I(D,D) by using the Ryu-Takayanagi formula [69].

In this situation, operators in D are reconstructed on the radiation R (or the degrees of freedom in the

right hand side).

However, in the presence of the measurement apparatus M , Bob’s quantum entanglement between

D and R is disturbed. Precise form of interactions between the apparatus M and other degrees of

freedom is not so important. In fact, the interaction is universal in a sense that it is a gravitational

e↵ect. Namely, since M becomes a gravitational shockwave which shifts the geometry near the horizon,

the correlation function between D and D decays. The two-point correlation functions in the presence

of a shockwave is identical to OTOCs defined for a thermal state [54]. As such, when �t ' tscr, Bob

can no longer verify the entanglement between D and R by measuring D and D. This hints that Bob’s

EPR pair is taken by the infalling observer who has crossed the horizon.

One might think that this observation does not fully deny a possibility that D mode is non-locally

hidden somewhere in R and Bob cannot verify it by a simple operation. In order to make a more

quantitative argument, let us explicitly study the e↵ect of adding the apparatus M . Suppose that the

quantum state of a black hole is given by EPR pairs |�EPR
iABR at t = ��t. We then append the

subsystem for the apparatus M to the black hole. We assume that M starts with some particular pure

21
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quantitative argument, let us explicitly study the e↵ect of adding the apparatus M . Suppose that the
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Figure 12: Reconstruction of the interior operator D. If DD were to be measured in EPR pair, A and
A must be identical quantum states.

be an identical quantum state). Based on this observation, we speculate that coordinate transformation

changes the descriptions of Hilbert spaces in a way which keeps the observer A invariant. We plan to

address this scenario in the future.

9.3 Monogamy of entanglement

Since OTOCs start to decay significantly around the scrambling time, Bob can verify the EPR pair

on DD when �t ⌧ tscr even if Alice has fallen into a black hole. This suggests that Alice should not

be able to observe the EPR pair DD near the horizon. From the outside description, this conclusion

can be quantitatively supported by the fact that I(2)(D,CA) remains small. However, from the inside

description, it is not immediately clear why Alice cannot verify entangled Rindler modes.

Let us examine two possible explanations. The first explanation concerns the applicability of e↵ective

quantum field theory near the singularity. In the Penrose diagram of the AdS black hole, one notices

that Alice meets D very close to the singularity for �t ⌧ tscr where the validity of quantum field theory

is questionable. This observation seems to suggest that Alice indeed cannot see the EPR pair for small

�t.

The second explanation concerns the quality of quantum entanglement that Alice may be able to see.

Recall that the proper temperature near the Rindler horizon is given by T = 1

2⇡⇢ where ⇢ is the proper

distance from the horizon. As one goes away from the horizon, the density of thermal entropy becomes

smaller. Namely, one needs to coarse-grain a larger volume in order to distill a single EPR pair. In order

for Alice to meet the outgoing mode D near the horizon, she needs �t ' rS log rS in the Schwartzshild

black hole which is of order the scrambling time. As such, we speculate that �t ' rS log rS is necessary

for Alice to see a good quality EPR pair 25.

9.4 Puzzle on non-local interactions

One mysterious feature of the AdS/CFT correspondence is an apparent non-locality behind the horizon

in the two-sided black hole. The CFT Hamiltonian on the boundary is given by H = HL + HR and

25This observation enables us to obtain “upper bound” on the scrambling time. If the scrambling time tscr, in a sense
of decay of OTOCs, is longer than ⇡ rS log rS , Bob can verify the EPR pair when �t ⇡ rS log rS . However, Alice can also
see the EPR pair, leading to the violation of monogamy of entanglement. As such, we arrive at tscr / rS log rS . Recalling
that the Hayden-Preskill thought experiment says tscr ' rS log rS , one may conclude tscr ⇡ rS log rS .

27
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The second explanation concerns the quality of quantum entanglement that Alice may be able to see.

Recall that the proper temperature near the Rindler horizon is given by T = 1

2⇡⇢ where ⇢ is the proper

distance from the horizon. As one goes away from the horizon, the density of thermal entropy becomes

smaller. Namely, one needs to coarse-grain a larger volume in order to distill a single EPR pair. In order

for Alice to meet the outgoing mode D near the horizon, she needs �t ' rS log rS in the Schwartzshild

black hole which is of order the scrambling time. As such, we speculate that �t ' rS log rS is necessary
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9.4 Puzzle on non-local interactions

One mysterious feature of the AdS/CFT correspondence is an apparent non-locality behind the horizon

in the two-sided black hole. The CFT Hamiltonian on the boundary is given by H = HL + HR and

25This observation enables us to obtain “upper bound” on the scrambling time. If the scrambling time tscr, in a sense
of decay of OTOCs, is longer than ⇡ rS log rS , Bob can verify the EPR pair when �t ⇡ rS log rS . However, Alice can also
see the EPR pair, leading to the violation of monogamy of entanglement. As such, we arrive at tscr / rS log rS . Recalling
that the Hayden-Preskill thought experiment says tscr ' rS log rS , one may conclude tscr ⇡ rS log rS .
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The second explanation concerns the quality of quantum entanglement that Alice may be able to see.

Recall that the proper temperature near the Rindler horizon is given by T = 1

2⇡⇢ where ⇢ is the proper

distance from the horizon. As one goes away from the horizon, the density of thermal entropy becomes

smaller. Namely, one needs to coarse-grain a larger volume in order to distill a single EPR pair. In order

for Alice to meet the outgoing mode D near the horizon, she needs �t ' rS log rS in the Schwartzshild

black hole which is of order the scrambling time. As such, we speculate that �t ' rS log rS is necessary

for Alice to see a good quality EPR pair 25.

9.4 Puzzle on non-local interactions

One mysterious feature of the AdS/CFT correspondence is an apparent non-locality behind the horizon

in the two-sided black hole. The CFT Hamiltonian on the boundary is given by H = HL + HR and

25This observation enables us to obtain “upper bound” on the scrambling time. If the scrambling time tscr, in a sense
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• Scenario 3

Even if they are not entangled, it won’t create a firewall (low energy)?



Entanglement wedge reconstruction

(a) (b)

Figure 10: (a) The e↵ect of an apparatus M . (b) The protocol from section 6.

can access earlier modes by simply falling into the black hole earlier. To be concrete, let us focus on the

two-sided eternal AdS black hole. Let D be the outgoing mode that reaches the boundary at t = 0 as

shown in Fig. 10(a). As an infalling observer, one may consider some apparatus M which departs the

boundary at t = ��t. To minimize the e↵ect of adding M , one may consider a limit where M assumes

the smallest possible energy, say ⇡ 1/�. Here the apparatus M travels along the infalling mode A at

t = ��t.

To understand the e↵ect of M , it is convenient to draw the partner mode D in the Penrose diagram.

Here the trajectory of D can be constructed by rotating the trajectory of D by 180 degrees as in

Fig. 10(a). Near the horizon, DD can be viewed as Rindler modes in the opposite regions. Near the

boundary, DD can be viewed as entangled degrees of freedom in the boundary conformal field theory

which is in the thermofield double state. In the absence of the apparatus M , Bob can verify the

entanglement between D and D by simply measuring the correlation functions between them. Also,

one can explicitly compute the mutual information I(D,D) by using the Ryu-Takayanagi formula [69].

In this situation, operators in D are reconstructed on the radiation R (or the degrees of freedom in the

right hand side).

However, in the presence of the measurement apparatus M , Bob’s quantum entanglement between

D and R is disturbed. Precise form of interactions between the apparatus M and other degrees of

freedom is not so important. In fact, the interaction is universal in a sense that it is a gravitational

e↵ect. Namely, since M becomes a gravitational shockwave which shifts the geometry near the horizon,

the correlation function between D and D decays. The two-point correlation functions in the presence

of a shockwave is identical to OTOCs defined for a thermal state [54]. As such, when �t ' tscr, Bob

can no longer verify the entanglement between D and R by measuring D and D. This hints that Bob’s

EPR pair is taken by the infalling observer who has crossed the horizon.

One might think that this observation does not fully deny a possibility that D mode is non-locally

hidden somewhere in R and Bob cannot verify it by a simple operation. In order to make a more

quantitative argument, let us explicitly study the e↵ect of adding the apparatus M . Suppose that the

quantum state of a black hole is given by EPR pairs |�EPR
iABR at t = ��t. We then append the

subsystem for the apparatus M to the black hole. We assume that M starts with some particular pure
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• Can we use the Hayden-Preskill recovery to construct the state-independent 
interior operator in the entanglement wedge?
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“One-sided” traversable wormhole

• Physical interpretation of the protocol to reconstruct the interior operator?

same
states

EPR

Figure 12: Reconstruction of the interior operator D. If DD were to be measured in EPR pair, A and
A must be identical quantum states.

black hole evolves by a unitary operator U , the outgoing mode D is kept outside the black hole. We

prepare an additional EPR pair. The half of the EPR pair is thrown into a black hole while the other

half, denoted by D, is kept outside the black hole. We then implement the inverse U † to the system.

Finally, we project A0A onto the EPR pair. This leaves DD to be a nearly ideal EPR pair. Fig. 12

summarizes the reconstruction of the interior operator as a physical process.

Let us ponder over possible geometric interpretation of these protocols. Since A0A is projected to

the EPR pair, an input quantum state on A would remain invariant and reappear as the same quantum

state on A. This suggests that the infalling observer, who fell into a black hole, returns to the outside

again safely 34 This is not surprising as we applied the inverse U †. What is surprising is that the

outgoing mode D is entangled with another mode D which is left outside the black hole. One possible

interpretation is that, due to the backreaction of the Hayden-Preskill recovery protocol, the interior

operator D is somehow pulled to the outside of the black hole. Hence, the infalling observer appears to

cross the horizon smoothly and returns safely with the interior mode in hand!

As this speculation suggests, reconstruction of the interior operators by the Hayden-Preskill recovery

protocols enables us to probe the physics behind the horizon from the outside even when the black hole

is one-sided. To turn the speculation into a concrete observation, it may be interesting to consider a

similar process by using the Gao-Ja↵eris-Wall traversable wormhole.

9.3 Entanglement wedge reconstruction

We have presented a protocol to reconstruct interior operators by using the Hayden-Preskill recovery.

Hence it is reasonable to expect that the Hayden-Preskill recovery is useful in reconstructing operators

in the entanglement wedge. Progresses along this line have been recently made by Almheiri [18]. Since

34More precisely, we applied a projection operator to pick an event where the infalling observer returns safely. This
works only probabilistically. One may apply the deterministic version of the Hayden-Preskill recovery protocol to make
this happen deterministically.
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